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ABSTRACT

Various experts promote Continuous Delivery (CD) due to this principle's benefits. Even so, implementing CD is difficult to do correctly. This study evaluates how a company adopts and implements the CD principle, the challenges during implementation, and its impact on a company represented as PT XYZ. PT XYZ is a tech company that has adopted CD for several months as an essential principle of the company's development. We conducted a case study on PT XYZ through observation, interviews, and documentation review, which was then analyzed using thematic analysis and descriptive statistical analysis based on data collected by the company. The results showed that PT XYZ implemented several points of CD technical capability well. However, PT XYZ faced several challenges when transforming its development process using the CD principle: no clear CD implementation framework defined by practitioners, the lack of measurement, and the need to balance the application of CD capabilities. Nevertheless, the application of the CD principle shows a positive impact on PT XYZ psychologically for the IT team and affects the organization's performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The principle of continuous delivery began to be recognized among practitioners because of the benefits brought by this principle. The principle of continuous delivery is closely related to DevOps culture and is often discussed together [1], [2]. Various practitioners have written that the application of continuous delivery and the practices behind the continuous delivery principle provide rapid feedback to the development team and improve collaboration between the development, testing, and operations personnel responsible for delivery, thereby affecting software quality [3], [4]. In addition, continuous delivery has a significant impact on quality (measured by change fail rate), organizational Information Technology (IT) performance, overall organizational achievement, and employee burnout [5]. Large digital companies such as Facebook have also adopted the principle of continuous delivery, naming their development principle perpetual development [6], [7].

Regarding the impact of continuous delivery on an organization's IT performance, previous studies have proven that continuous delivery has increased an organization's software delivery speed while maintaining application quality [8]–[10]. High-performance IT-based organizations that successfully implement continuous delivery generally release applications 30 times more frequently with 200 times shorter release wait times, 60 times less potential for failure, and 168 times faster service recovery [11]. Several studies have also found a link between job satisfaction and improvements in employee burnout levels with the application of DevOps principles and continuous delivery as part of DevOps [5], [12], [13].

Despite its many advantages, implementing continuous delivery is difficult to do correctly [14]. Although research on DevOps and the principle of continuous delivery is increasing, the literature studies on DevOps and the principle of continuous delivery generally focus on explaining the tools, practices, and the lack of standards or frameworks needed to implement DevOps [15]. Furthermore, not many case studies study the implementation, challenges, and impacts of implementing the continuous delivery principle empirically and thoroughly in a company with software development as its primary business activity.

This paper is a case study that observes the implementation of the continuous delivery
principle in a company that utilizes software development as its primary business activity. We use PT XYZ (name withheld) to represent a company implementing continuous delivery. PT XYZ is an Indonesian fintech company that has seen massive growth since the pandemic due to the increasing financial literacy of the Indonesian people, especially since the pandemic began. As a fintech company that continues to grow, PT XYZ has experienced considerable growth in the number of employees. For example, from the beginning of 2020 to June 2022, PT XYZ experienced tenfold growth in the number of employees, reaching about 1000. As a company engaged in a sector that continues to grow and has fierce competition, PT XYZ needs continuous delivery to keep up with rapid industry changes even though the organization is growing.

Before this research started, some engineers in PT XYZ had some awareness of the CD principle and its benefits. The engineers started improving the existing software development process according to the CD principle based on the team's interpretation. The problem comes when the team tries to validate whether the improvement effort is correct to the CD principle. This study aims to help PT XYZ to evaluate its existing technical capabilities and improvements according to CD principle.

This study discusses the implementation of continuous delivery in the company's software development process in detail, starting from the practices and tools used, changes made to improve continuous delivery, challenges in implementation, and the impact of implementing the continuous delivery principle on the organization. Not only focusing on observing the application of practices and tools related to continuous delivery but also showing the impact of continuous delivery on organizations and what things need to be considered when applying this principle. We hope this research will be helpful for organizations seeking to implement continuous delivery into their development practice. This case study evaluates how PT XYZ implements continuous delivery into the organization's software development practice. During this research, we uncovered how PT XYZ implements each essential continuous delivery technical capability listed by Forsgren et al. (2018). This study also observed how PT XYZ overcame challenges when improving technical capabilities. Besides examining the implementation of continuous delivery technical capabilities, we also observed the impact of the technical capabilities implemented by PT XYZ on the organization's tech team performance.

This research question are RQ1: How does the PT XYZ development team implement technical capabilities of continuous delivery? RQ2: How does PT XYZ as an organization deal with continuous delivery implementation challenges? RQ3: What is the impact of continuous delivery implementation to PT XYZ?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC)
Margaret Hamilton introduces software engineering as a discipline used to build applications supporting the NASA mission to land a man on the moon [1]. NASA’s success made software engineering gain serious attention as a discipline, and the field keeps being developed onward.

Winston Royce made the first documentation about the software development process in 1970. This documentation writes a development process which is now called the waterfall model. Even if Royce introduced this model as a flawed development process [16], developers would often use this model due to its simplicity. However, the simplicity offered by the waterfall model is not enough to describe real software projects, which have many requirement changes over time. Most of the time, software projects tend to be flexible, so people are looking for a software development process that can accommodate the flexibility in real software projects.

2.2. Agile Software Development
The term agile in software engineering was popularized when Agile Manifesto was created by a group of engineers called Agile Alliance [17]. Four values of the Agile Manifesto are written as follows:
- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
- Working software over comprehensive documentation
- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
- Responding to change over following a plan

The values written in the Agile Manifesto became the inspiration for many other software development practices, such as XP, Scrum, and Kanban. These practices have something in common: each recognizes that the software development process is an empirical process,
which means people running the same process can produce different or unexpected results [18].

2.3. DevOps

DevOps is a combination of two terms: development and operation. The terms development and operation are closely related to the functions in a company's technology department, and these two functions usually work separately. DevOps then emerged as a concept that combines these two things by utilizing various technologies such as automated development, deployment, and infrastructure monitoring [19]. Apart from being a concept, some view DevOps as a cultural movement [1]. The different interpretations of various experts sometimes create many misinterpretations about the meaning of DevOps [20], but DevOps represents a movement to support the collaboration of various functions or departments to achieve one goal.

The development of DevOps itself is influenced by the development of today's software development culture, such as agile principles, and the dynamics of work and life in the modern era where everyone is interconnected. Agile principles, which teach teams to be flexible to changes and encourage collaboration, are further explored as a development process in the DevOps movement and applied to the entire organization as an organizational dynamic [1].

2.4. Continuous Delivery

Continuous delivery is the process of releasing new software continuously through continuous integration and automated testing [1]. The release process in software development means implementing changes to the application that the user sees or uses.

According to Forsgren et al. (2018), several technical capabilities become essential to implementing continuous delivery. These capabilities are: 1.) Version Control, 2.) Deployment Automation, 3.) Continuous Integration, 4.) Trunk-Based Development, 5.) Test Automation, 6.) Test Data Management, 7.) Shift Left on Security, 8.) Loosely Coupled Architecture, 9.) Empowering Teams to Choose Tools, 10.) Monitoring, 11.) Proactive Notification.

Implementing the continuous delivery principle affects organizational performance and the overall corporate culture [5]. Improved corporate culture affects employee satisfaction through improving organizational performance.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

3.1. Company Background

PT XYZ (name not disclosed due to agreement) is a financial technology (fintech) company domiciled in Jakarta, Indonesia. PT XYZ is an Indonesian digital company that develops systems for trading various financial assets. PT XYZ's applications are released in various forms, such as web and mobile applications (iOS and Android). PT XYZ enjoys massive user base growth and transaction numbers due to increasing financial literacy in Indonesia. This growth also affects company size regarding employee count, which has grown ten times from 2020 to 2022.

The development team within the company itself is divided into several teams. Until this research was written, PT XYZ released two financial applications. The first application is a stock trading application, which also serves as a forum for traders inside the application. The other application is intended for the general public who want to invest long-term through financial assets considered more suitable for the wider community, such as mutual funds and bonds. This study focused on the development team that handles mutual fund and bond applications.

Regarding features, the development of mutual fund and bond applications is divided into the customer-facing side and the side that serves the company's internal (back office). Each side has its specific platform team. For customer-facing apps, the available platform teams are web, iOS, Android, and backend teams that handle database and server systems. For internal-facing applications, the platform team consists of the web and backend teams. Each team works closely with the product team to manage and develop the app's features. Each team consisting of a pool of web developers, iOS, Android, backend, and product teams generally handles a single project, feature, or specific case within the app.

3.2. Data Collection

This research observed how the PT XYZ engineering team does the software development process. The data collection took place from January 2021 to June 2022. We used observation, interview, and documentation review to collect data. The data collected was analyzed and then discussed for a conclusion.

3.2.1. Observation

To observe PT XYZ's development practice, we collected and analyzed several data regarding the development process that PT XYZ has
collected. The time range for data collection was available from January 2021 to June 2022, matching the research period. The metrics collected by PT XYZ during these periods are 1.) Deployment frequency, 2.) The number of incidents (from November 2021), 3.) The number of reported bugs (from July 2021).

The development metrics were analyzed in parallel with PT XYZ development practice to gain insight into any relation between PT XYZ development practice and the metrics collected.

This study observed how PT XYZ develops and maintains its application. PT XYZ has a two-week development sprint, and each development sprint ends with a sprint retrospective. This study focused on the PT XYZ web and server-side teams since both teams are the core maintainers of the PT XYZ system. We observed how development is done in PT XYZ through observing these sprint retrospectives. These sprint retrospectives and discussions were analyzed and linked with continuous delivery principles.

PT XYZ has an automated pipeline to help the engineering team maintain software. We had asked for access to the PT XYZ repository to learn about the pipeline process and to understand this pipeline. We analyzed how PT XYZ arranges this automated pipeline by observing the code behind the automated pipeline.

### 3.2.2. Interview

PT XYZ tech team's management and key employees were interviewed to understand how the continuous delivery principle was implemented in the organization. Several roles were targeted for interview: PT XYZ's Chief Technology Officer (CTO), Product Manager, Tech Lead (equivalent to Line Manager), and senior employee who has experienced the development process before continuous delivery principles are introduced. These people were interviewed in separate sessions, which took approximately an hour.

There were three major topics discussed during the interview. The first topic discussed the opinion of each interviewee about the implementation of continuous delivery technical capabilities, which consists of 11 points [13]. Each point had several measures to help the interviewee decide whether the company indeed implements a point. The second topic dug each technical capability deeper and asked about missing implementations or challenges when deciding to implement a capability. The third topic discussed implementing the continuous delivery principle on the organization's performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Capability</th>
<th>Effectiveness Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version Control</td>
<td>How does PT XYZ use version control for their application code?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does PT XYZ use version control for its system configuration management?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does PT XYZ use version control to manage application configuration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does PT XYZ keep scripts and configuration in version control?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Automation</td>
<td>How many manual steps were taken by the engineering team to do application deployment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How much percentage of the deployment process has been automated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How long does it take to deploy applications?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Integration</td>
<td>How many percentages of code commits trigger automated build without manual intervention?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How many percentages of code commits trigger the test suite to run automatically without manual intervention?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How many percentages of automated builds and tests are running successfully?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does the engineering team distribute the build generated from automation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How long does it take for the engineering team to receive feedback from acceptance or performance tests for each build?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How long does the engineering team fixing a broken build take?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk-based Development</td>
<td>How many active branches are available on version control?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does the organization manage code freeze?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How frequently has the engineering team merged their code into the codebase?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.3. Documentation Review

PT XYZ has several documents regarding the organization's software development practice. This paper also analyzed every documentation, graph, and note related to the software development process. These documents are handy to explain several ideas behind specific tools used by PT XYZ to develop or maintain apps, such as the automated pipeline the engineering team has or the scripts supporting the development process.

3.3. Data Analysis

As described in the data collection methods section, this case study collected qualitative information derived from observations and interviews. Therefore, this case study used thematic analysis to retrieve more information from the collected data. This study also used the company's software development statistics to support gathered insight.

3.3.1. Qualitative Analysis

Thematic analysis is a method to find patterns or themes from the data collected [21]. Thematic analysis was chosen to look for patterns or meanings from the results of interviews and observations. The steps of thematic analysis are 1.) Familiarize yourself with the data collected, 2.) Generate initial code, 3.) Search for themes, 4.) Review various potential themes, 5.) Defining and naming themes, 6.) Make a report.

Thematic analysis was conducted with a deductive approach to determine the code and themes from the research data. In a deductive approach, we view the data through an existing theoretical lens to inform coding and theme development [22]. In this case study, we used technical capabilities identified by Forsgren et al. (2018) as the framework to identify the application of the continuous delivery principle. These principles include 1.) Version Control, 2.) Deployment Automation, 3.) Continuous Integration, 4.) Trunk-Based Development, 5.) Test Automation, 6.) Test Data Management, 7.) Shift Left on Security, 8.) Loosely Coupled Architecture, 9.) Empowering Teams to Choose Tools, 10.) Monitoring, 11.) Proactive Notifications.

The results of previous research [5] prove that applying the aforementioned technical capabilities has a considerable influence on realizing the principle of continuous delivery. Further research [13] found that applying the continuous delivery principle had a positive impact on the company in terms of organizational performance and psychological impact on employees. We used thematic analysis to prove this impact.
We found three major themes from the data collected from the observations. The themes include the current implementation of continuous delivery, the initiatives or changes made, and the impact on the organization. We expected these themes to be able to answer the defined problem formulation.

3.3.2. Quantitative Analysis

All data provided by the company related to metric or quantitative data were analyzed first to determine whether the data was relevant to the research results. Quantitative data served as supporting data for the findings of the qualitative analysis that was carried out.

The company collects data from various platforms used in the development process (Asana, Gitlab). From the results of data exploration from tools or platforms used by the company, several metrics or data related to the development process, such as deployment frequency or the number of bug reports, were used in the study. These data were generated and retrieved directly from the platform based on the activities carried out by the company's development team on the platform used. Unfortunately, other data, especially on the Gitlab platform, look random and do not appear to have a specific pattern, so this case study did not use these data.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Analysis of Current Continuous Delivery Implementation

After collecting development data and conducting interviews with key employees from PT XYZ, we have uncovered several practices aligned with continuous delivery implemented by the engineering team. We discuss development practices implemented by PT XYZ based on related continuous delivery technical capabilities.

4.1.1. Architecture

PT XYZ develops and maintains a system that facilitates transactions for mutual fund investment. Price changes at the end of the working day for a mutual fund due to the complex administration process behind mutual fund valuation. This behavior makes mutual fund prices not fluctuate as often as stock. The transaction is also processed for a few days before users finally get the actual unit. This lesser fluctuation in price is why the company aims to promote mutual fund investment to the more general audience, even to people new to investing activities and the financial market.

This business process creates requirement which needs the engineering team to create a system that needs to be easily understood by people new to investing. When creating the system for the first time, the management team of PT XYZ did not know what kind of user interface would be accepted by ordinary people, primarily since investing apps were known to be complex at the time. Due to this minimal knowledge, the engineering team chooses to implement the most flexible architecture they can think of at the moment. Then they came up with the idea of creating a web app that would be attached to a mobile app through WebView.

During the creation of the system, mobile apps are massively growing. Therefore, the management team decided that the app should be released on iOS or Android through each official application store. However, releasing an app version in each store requires review, adding additional hours to one workday. This additional time sometimes slows PT XYZ from delivering bug fixes, mainly if fatal ones are found in production.

Due to these circumstances, PT XYZ decides to create most application views inside a WebView. WebView is a mobile development concept that attaches a browser view to mobile apps. This browser will load the URL of the web app. Since the application view is mainly inside the web, PT XYZ
can update the application view without waiting for each application store review.

The structure of the mobile application using WebView enabled the development team from PT XYZ to meet the company's needs to change application content quickly. According to the CTO of PT XYZ, WebView enables PT XYZ to improve the application quality without waiting for the review process from the application distribution center of each mobile platform. In addition, this structure allows PT XYZ to update the application without uploading a new version to each platform's distribution center, thus eliminating submission review time.

“WebView helps us to release changes more quickly, since most of our users come from mobile apps. We can rollout features faster without having to wait for AppStore or Play Store review process.”

Chief Technology Officer of PT XYZ

Using WebView architecture also creates challenges for the development team. For example, the web team said that they do not find many examples of applications using WebView as the primary application architecture. This situation made the team create custom solutions every time a problem happens, and the team usually has difficulty finding solutions from other programming forums.

“We create our own solution to manage communication between our web app and native app. We have to create a custom solution since we do not find solutions elsewhere and WebView – native app communication seems uncommon in any other application.”

Tech Lead from PT XYZ

The web and server-side teams still structure their application in the monolith for how the codebase is structured. This structure has been the same since PT XYZ began creating the app. For every feature added inside the application, the teams rely on folder structuring to give a sense of separation. However, one of the company's engineering leads expresses concern that this monolith architecture has reached its limit. This concern is because the pipeline process has become slower as the codebase grows.

“Over time, I saw increasing build duration and server spec needed to run the build process. I think the project has become too big for a build process.”

Tech Lead from PT XYZ

4.1.2. Version Control

PT XYZ implements version control on their application code. For saving application code, PT XYZ uses a third-party service called Gitlab, which uses git as the primary version control technology. Every development team in PT XYZ follows different naming conventions and practices different branching strategies. The similarity in using version control lies in how every development team in PT XYZ marks its release. They mark every version ready to release using the tag feature in git.

Version control has become an essential tool for PT XYZ developers. Version control allows them to revisit previous versions if they remember which version to target. In addition, version control helps PT XYZ to study the previous implementation, revert code when needed, and track who does the critical change.

For application configuration in the web app, since the configuration is mainly configured in application code, saving application configuration is not much different from saving code into the repository. Every option for building a web app bundle is saved inside the repository in the form of application code or saved as a script inside pipeline code. The only configuration option not saved inside the repository is the environment variable. Environment variables are specific variables that can be different for each environment target. These variables are sometimes confidential, like a secret key controlling a specific service. Due to variety and secrecy, environment variables for web apps are not saved inside the repository. Instead, these variables are stored inside the pipeline service provided by Gitlab and not versioned. A file containing example values of environment variables stored in the repository for educating new developers.

Application and system configuration are saved inside the repository through Terraform files for server-side systems. These Terraform files store how the backend system is arranged and serves as a template for deploying new service. However, not all developers have access to every service inside the cloud provider, and not everyone understands how to maintain Terraform files. In PT XYZ, this responsibility to maintain Terraform files is moved to a different team, called the infrastructure team. Even if a separate team maintains these files, the server-side team still contributes and can easily access Terraform files.

4.1.3. Deployment Automation

When PT XYZ starts to build the application, all deployment processes are done manually using scripts triggered by a developer from their work laptop. These crucial steps of the deployment:
1. Build the web app bundle
2. Upload build artifact into the server
3. Invalidate cache server
4. Upload build artifact

Along the way, PT XYZ improved its deployment process by utilizing an automated pipeline feature from its third-party provider. The version control provider also provides an automated pipeline service that utilizes the version control features, as seen in Figure 5. In this flow, every git tag created from a specific version control commit will form a set of processes called a pipeline. This pipeline consists of jobs that will do the deployment process described above, with the new addition of informing all people through communication channels if the deployment succeeds. If a developer triggers this pipeline manually using a specific button, the jobs will start until the deployment process is finished. With this flow, the four deployment steps above are being run by the pipeline, not executed manually. The automated flow ensures no human error while deploying the app.

This deployment flow leaves numerous manual triggers. The first one is the process of creating a git tag. This process is manual so the tech lead can decide the best version to be tested and deployed to production. The second is the process when developers decide to allow the pipeline to run. This process allows developers to give the product and QA team some time to validate and decide whether the app should be released. Besides these processes, all other processes in this deployment flow are run automatically.

![Figure 5 Deployment flow of PT XYZ web platform, which utilizes automation](image)

**4.1.4. Continuous Integration**

PT XYZ runs an automated code test every time developers submit their commit into version control. In addition, PT XYZ has prepared several checks for every commit submitted, from automated code guideline tests, unit tests, and coverage reporting. This process allows developers to receive automated feedback when submitting their change proposals.

However, PT XYZ does not run the build process automatically on all commits for the build process. The build process only runs for commits tagged with a version number. This decision is made because the unit test can be run using source code without requiring the app to be bundled. This condition is normal in JavaScript apps. Before running the unit test, adding a build process is considered as adding extra time to the whole testing pipeline.

For features that require more detailed and qualitative test by humans, developers in PT XYZ communicates this need through an office communication channel such as Slack. Even if the web app build process is not designed to run automatically on all commits, developers can deploy every commit in version control into a new isolated environment. This capability allows test execution without interfering with irrelevant features. The new environment creation still needs to be done manually, either through the developers' laptop or through a form submitted on the Slack channel. This will trigger the bot to create a new test environment based on the submitted form.

After a new environment is created, developers usually announce the new testing environment in the company's testing forum. Several members from the QA team will check, and if passed, the changes will be processed further, either merged to the main branch or released to production if the change is already in the main branch. If the changes do not pass the test, the engineering team will continue to fix them until passed. Unfortunately, we cannot measure how long the engineering team gets the testing feedback and fixes the broken build due to lack of record. According to the interview with PT XYZ tech lead, the time to receive feedback may varied, but testing for production release usually takes about three to four hours.

"Before releasing features or fixes to users, we give our apps to tester using controlled environment. [...] Testing time varies depending on how big the feature
or the fix is. We do not measure precisely how long it takes for us to get feedback. Based on experience, we usually get feedback in about 3-4 hours. Big features can take days for us to receive feedback from testers."

Tech Lead from PT XYZ

4.1.5. Test Automation

In PT XYZ, test codes are maintained by two teams. Each platform team will maintain the test for unit tests and tests that depend on application code. In this case, the web team will maintain the unit test for the web platform, and for server-side apps, the team handling server-side codes and database will maintain the unit test for this part. For more integrated tests, which involve many parts or features of the application, these integrated tests are handled by a different team, called the QA engineer team. While QA engineers can be considered developers, we saw that QA engineers rarely interact with the web team.

As explained in the continuous integration part, every commit submitted into the repository triggers test suites. This flow allows faster feedback for developers when they push commits into the repository. In addition, when tests fail, developers will try to fix the errors as soon as possible.

PT XYZ does not measure the number of bugs found in every testing phase. This condition makes it difficult to know the proportion of bugs found over time. PT XYZ also does not measure how long the engineering team takes to fix the error found during testing, and no measure compares the trustworthiness level of automated tests.

4.1.6. Test Data Management

PT XYZ engineering team has prepared a specific environment for testing. The environment created for testing is usually connected with a dataset separated from the production database but follows the same schema or data structure as in production. This separation ensures that the actual environment users are experiencing is not affected by the QA team's test scenarios. The data inside this particular dataset is usually random data inputted by testers.

The engineering team usually helps prepare the data based on the bug report analysis for scenarios that need specific data types. Unfortunately, there is no automated way to generate a dataset for tests. The engineering team must prepare and insert the data by themselves. Even if the production and test datasets were separated, the engineering team could not create additional test datasets, which means PT XYZ only has two types of datasets. This condition can create conflict if the test dataset needs to be used by two different scenarios and the data structure needed conflicts with each other. Luckily, according to the interview, this has not happened. There is also no report or observation regarding automated tests, which depends specifically on any structure of the test dataset.

4.1.7. Empowering Team to Choose Tools

PT XYZ empowers each team to explore every possible tool needed to create the best developer experience. Even several teams in PT XYZ allocate one specific day to ease feature development and app release, encouraging the team to explore new ways for them to develop tools or looking for new ways to develop and maintain the existing app in PT XYZ. Whenever people find something new, they are encouraged to share it with other team members through several forums, such as weekly sharing sessions or writing the findings in its tech blog.

This policy has allowed several development teams to improve their process. PT XYZ web team has created a new tool to help them collect release information by utilizing the allocated free time. This tool impacts the team deployment frequency, which will be discussed later.

Based on the data obtained through the interview process, several things can be improved from PT XYZ's policy. According to the technical lead web from PT XYZ, this policy has not yet succeeded in promoting innovation equally to every IT and development team member. New tool innovation mostly comes from a small number of senior-level engineers, and most engineers at a more junior level do not yet have the initiative or the idea to create new tools. There needs to be an effort to encourage knowledge sharing so that innovative senior technicians can share their knowledge so that other technicians are expected to follow suit.

“Current company policies have not been able to encourage innovation evenly. Until now, innovations related to new tools still come from more senior developers. Apart from that, there are rarely innovations. The average is still just doing the work at hand. [...] There must be a sharing session to encourage more equitable innovation. When exploring, tech leads also need to follow up on whether the technology other engineers have explored can be useful.”

Tech Lead from PT XYZ

4.1.8. Monitoring

For managing and monitoring tasks carried out by developers, the team at PT XYZ applies several processes from the Scrum principle, which are considered suitable for the situation at hand and the company's work culture. The process applied to each
platform team at PT XYZ is not always the same because each team is freed by the management of PT XYZ to adjust their process based on the situation at hand. Some of the ways that are applied to monitor the process of project/task work are as follows:

1. **Weekly meetings.**
   This activity is a weekly activity held by each team. It can be in the form of a report on the results of changes made during project work in the past week, and after that, there is usually further planning about what will be continued in the next week.

2. **Daily stand-up.**
   This activity is a daily activity to report the progress of each member of the development team. Each developer must convey what was done the previous day, today's work plan, and the obstacles to the current work.

PT XYZ has several tools to monitor applications released and servers running regarding the managed information system. These tools are divided into several categories:

1. **Error monitoring (Sentry)**
2. **Performance monitoring (Sentry, AWS)**
3. **Monitoring logs (AWS)**
4. **User activity monitoring dan business metrics (MoEngage)**

According to the product manager of PT XYZ, the current monitoring system is quite helpful in making business decisions. Monitoring related to user activity is enough to help product and business teams to measure application achievements from a business perspective. The metrics observed on this platform are often used for consideration of improvements and feature additions made.

"The user activity monitoring system currently installed is quite helpful for us in making business decisions. For example, changes to the number of daily active users will make us take different decisions regarding future feature developments."

Product Manager of PT XYZ

### 4.1.9. Proactive Notification

PT XYZ also implements a notification system for important system events for ease of monitoring. These events can be an event that occurs at a specific time, such as a service that is not indicated to be active for a while, or it can be in the form of reaching a specific size limitation, such as the response of service suddenly running slowly, or the server capacity is not sufficient. These notifications are sent in an email and through work messaging applications such as Slack. In PT XYZ, the notifications which the engineering team watched are:

1. Runtime errors caught by Sentry, especially if the stack comes from source code
2. Deployment process notifications
3. Error notification on query execution

Some engineering team members admit that the error notification sometimes still catches irrelevant errors outside the source code for runtime error notifications. This condition makes several engineering team members ignore notifications.

#### 4.1.10. Trunk-based Development

While doing development, PT XYZ still implements the feature branching model. This branching model means developers will create a new branch for every new feature or bug fix. The work can take days to several weeks, which is the average age of merge requests in PT XYZ. Some merge requests are open for two weeks or more. When the work is done, and the changes have passed several tests, the set of changes inside the branch will be merged into the main branch.

The downside of this model is that PT XYZ will create a lot of branches each day, and these branches have a chance of not being merged on that day due to requirement changes or simply due to merge conflicts. Branches not merged into the main branch for too long will cause a specific branch to diverge further, making it harder to merge to the main branch and increasing the chance for merge conflict. This situation possibly creates a cycle of delayed merge requests to the main branch.

This downside can be seen during observation. When releasing new features, specifically big ones, PT XYZ usually spends one to several days rechecking regressions and stabilizing their code due to merge conflicts. Integration phases can still be seen during development.

#### 4.1.11. Shift Left on Security

For PT XYZ, the focus on security is relatively new. During the observations made, PT XYZ is practically just starting to integrate the security engineer team into the feature development process. During the observation, the features that were developed and passed the security inspection were only several features related to user data, such as login, registration, and user information page, as well as security-related features such as pin input and login activity tracking. Security inspections on features have not been carried out every time the feature is developed because the development team and product team from PT XYZ have not been able to estimate how long it will take to add security inspections for each feature designed and developed. For features that have been checked for security, there is no exact
measurement of how long the security inspection process takes.

PT XYZ is also starting to involve the security engineer team in the company's software development phases. The security engineer team is involved when the feature design is done. When designing features, the security engineer team generally provides comments regarding the flow of features that have been designed. If the feature design is deemed to be following security standards, the security engineer team will approve the feature. Involvement in feature design is currently not carried out for all features and is limited to features that are considered to be related to users' personal data or financial data.

The security engineer team is also involved in the code development process by creating automation to perform static code security checks using a specific tool called Horusec. According to the Android tech lead, Horusec's recommendations help provide an early security review of the app, so it feels like the security engineer team is involved in the development process. During the observation, it was also seen that the security engineer team also provided reviews for Android application code related to application security. The same is true for iOS apps.

"I feel the involvement of PT XYZ's security engineer team in securing Android applications. The security engineer team sometimes presents security findings related to the application to us, which we then make improvements, and the code is reviewed together. The security engineer team also uses code checking tools to automatically review Android code according to the security standards they set."

Tech Lead Android PT XYZ

Regarding the testing process and application release, the security engineer team is involved in carrying out final checks on the features that are deemed necessary for security checks. During the observation, an idea emerged from one of PT XYZ's tech leads to conduct regular penetration testing. The idea of penetration testing is still in discussion with management, so it has not been carried out during observation, but it can be a sign that the security engineer team will be increasingly involved in the development process.

4.2. Changes in Development Process During Observation Period

During the observation period of PT XYZ, several initiatives are being rolled out by either the management team or members of the engineering team. We discuss these initiatives and relate these to continuous delivery principles.

4.2.1. Improvement in Incident Reporting and Handling

As the tech leads and management of PT XYZ learn about continuous delivery principles and their experiences in handling critical incidents, they see the need to track all the reported incidents. The company needs to track the incident's timeline, the source of the report, how the team handles the incident, and what the team has learned. This situation inspires the engineering team to improve how incidents are handled in the company.

The new flow of incident handling involves an exclusive communication channel used for emergencies due to incidents. At first, the whole engineering team and the product team agreed on the incident definition. The team agreed that an event could be categorized as an incident only if the application was not usable. If the application happens to be down for a moment, anyone who is informed should alert the engineering team through this specific channel. One person will record the incident's timeline, and one person from the engineering team will lead the fix. After the incident is resolved, the engineering team will gather and conclude the incident report, which they have learned to resolve the incident.

The incident reporting has helped PT XYZ monitor how PT XYZ's engineering team handles incidents. The engineering team can now track how long the downtime occurs, whether a new build or another team causes the incident, and the change fail rate. Both the product team and engineering team hope this can improve the duration of how long critical incidents are resolved.

4.2.2. Automated Changelog Generation

Since the pandemic occurs, PT XYZ has issued a Work from Anywhere (WFA) policy. This policy allows the engineering team to work at home or in the office, anywhere they want, with the condition that the team should be available during the working hour. As the impact of this policy, most PT XYZ engineering teams are not collocated in the same working space. This situation creates a delay in communication.

The delay in communication sometimes affects deployment. In PT XYZ, the engineering team must communicate to the product team and to the C-levels which changes are released. Sometimes it takes 5-10 minutes for the maintainer of the repository to wait for engineering team feedback. As the engineering team grows, these minutes have grown into an hour or more delay just to ask what changes are implemented. This delay is seen as unnecessary, and one of the
engineering team members has an idea to generate the changelog. Rather than asking each team member manually through a communication channel, one of the team members suggests collecting commits from the main branch and treating it as a changelog. The commit format should be machine-readable to be read by script and automated. Once the script has been made, the script's creator then introduces this script to the engineering team. The whole team accepts this tool with an open mind, which has affected the team's deployment frequency.

4.3. Continuous Delivery Impact on Organization

During the observation, we found several impacts on the organization related to implementing the key continuous delivery capabilities. This section describes the impact on team performance and the psychological impact on the IT team of PT XYZ.

4.3.1. Impact on IT Team Performance

Figure 6 shows that the deployment frequency from August 2021 onward is more frequent on average. This improvement is due to the changes in the web development team process. At the end of August 2021, the web team used the automated changelog generation tool to help the team deal with merge requests. The company executive and the existing team members support this new tool development. This empowerment creates new momentum for the team to release more frequently.

The increase in deployment frequency also creates a sense of relief for the product team since increased deployment frequency means more chances for the product team to update the application. From the opinion of PT XYZ's product manager, this allows the product team to adapt more quickly whenever changes, either fixes or new features, are needed to be released sooner. Whenever a release goes wrong, the product team can also revert it to any tracked version since the application code is tracked using the version control system.

Unfortunately, the increasing number of bugs follows the increase in deployment frequency in the web team. Although PT XYZ has the policy to halt the deployment process if the build has critical bugs, this does not decrease the number of bugs due to most bug reports on the web being categorized as low impact. The bug report categorized as low impact is usually cosmetic errors, such as misplaced elements or wrong copywriting. This bug is usually covered by redeploying the correct version, supported by increasing deployment frequency capability. The number of critical bugs is decreasing on average due to the policy of not releasing an app when a critical bug is found while testing.
4.3.2. Impact on Team's Psychology

Several key capabilities implemented according to continuous delivery has brought positive reaction to the company's management and engineering team. According to the interview with the CTO, WebView architecture is considered to help the development team to release important fixes faster, especially for mobile applications that must go through a review from the application distribution center of each platform. The executives expressed satisfaction with the faster release rate, indicating stakeholder satisfaction with the performance of the PT XYZ development team.

"In my opinion, the WebView architecture that is applied is sufficient to reflect the application of the continuous delivery principle. This architecture allows us to carry out the delivery process to users quickly and continuously. So far, there have been no complaints regarding delays in the release of fixes or features."

CTO of PT XYZ

Apart from architecture, other key continuous delivery capability points such as the use of version control and a pipeline system to automate the build, test, and release processes are also quite helpful by many members of the development team at PT XYZ. The implementation of version control allows the product team and IT team of PT XYZ to restore the system to the previous correct version if an error occurs. The ability to revert to a previously correct release version provides a sense of security for developers and product teams when releasing a feature with substantial changes. Then the company's policy of giving more free time to the exploration process has inspired the emergence of various tools that assist development, such as the automatic changelog generator tool described in the previous section.

"The use of version control for application code is quite a relief for us because if there is a fatal error in development, we can easily return to the previous correct version."

Senior Web Developer PT XYZ

5. DISCUSSIONS

5.1. Discussion on PT XYZ Continuous Delivery Implementation

According to Forsgren et al. (2018), high-performing teams tend to agree on architectures with the following characteristics: 1.) Testable without the need for an integrated environment. 2.) Can carry out the deployment or release process without relying on other applications or services. The architecture applied by PT XYZ can be considered to meet these characteristics. Using WebView causes PT XYZ only to need to test and release the web application if there is a change in appearance without waiting to update the mobile application. Changes in appearance are among the changes that occur most frequently in applications, so the choice of this architecture is one of the keys that cause PT XYZ to release various changes quickly.

Apart from architecture, other key continuous delivery capabilities such as version control, deployment automation, and continuous integration are also seen being implemented by PT XYZ. The development team of PT XYZ can answer interview
points related to this capability completely. Even the development team of PT XYZ also created a new initiative that was built on one of the key capabilities of continuous delivery. This proves that continuous delivery capabilities have been implemented.

Besides the technical capabilities mentioned above, researchers found various technical capabilities whose implementation is still less visible. For example, testing-related capabilities such as continuous testing and test data management do not yet have sufficient evidence. Although the shift left on security capability has been implemented, the measurement of this capability is still minimal. Monitoring capabilities in terms of infrastructure and applications and proactive notification capabilities have also not significantly impacted the organization.

5.2. Challenges of Continuous Delivery Capabilities

During PT XYZ’s journey to implement continuous delivery, the company faced several challenges. The challenges faced can be categorized into internal or external to the company. The first challenge comes from outside of the company. This challenge is the difficulty of ensuring that the critical capabilities of the continuous delivery principle are correctly implemented. The difficulty in ensuring the correct application of the continuous delivery principle is due to the continuous delivery principle and the DevOps movement, which do not yet have a formal application framework [15]. Furthermore, continuous delivery and the DevOps movement were developing among professionals [1] and interpreted differently by various practitioners discussing it. It may also explain why it is difficult to define a solid framework for assessing the implementation of continuous delivery.

Another challenge comes internally, namely how the development team of PT XYZ proves the impact of the continuous delivery principle on organizational performance. The data collection results show that PT XYZ has not done many measurements related to implementing key continuous delivery capabilities. The lack of data makes it difficult for PT XYZ to measure the effectiveness of the key continuous delivery capabilities implemented. The problem in the first challenge regarding the absence of a solid framework for implementing continuous delivery may also be the cause that contributes to this second problem, considering that to take measurements, a team needs to know what it wants to measure.

To overcome this, PT XYZ can start looking for a framework or points for applying the continuous delivery principle that can be used as a benchmark. The key capability of continuous delivery (Forsgren et al., 2018) and the three basic principles of DevOps (Kim et al., 2016) can be the initial framework for PT XYZ to adopt the principle of continuous delivery. The last internal challenge is how PT XYZ balances the capabilities of the applied continuous delivery principle. As shown in Figure 6, PT XYZ feels an increase in the number of deployment frequencies, which is the impact of applying several principles of good continuous delivery capabilities. However, this is also accompanied by an increase in low-level bug reports, as shown in Figure 7. Furthermore, observation and interview results show that technical capability related to testing is less visible in PT XYZ. This situation can be the reason for what happened in Figure 7, even if Figure 6 shows positive results due to other technical capabilities, such as architecture, version control, and deployment automation implemented quite well.

5.3. Impact of Continuous Delivery Implementation on PT XYZ

When viewed from the interview results, the first thing that can be seen regarding the impact of the application of the continuous delivery principle on the company is the psychological impact it brings to the IT team and developer of PT XYZ. Top-level management, product team, tech leads, and developers from PT XYZ responded positively to applying various capabilities of the continuous delivery principle. These responses align with the finding that continuous delivery can reduce employee burnout [5], [13].

The reduction in deployment pain is also evidenced by new tools that make it easier for teams to release applications. This new tool can be realized because of the policy of PT XYZ that encourages the exploration of new tools for development and the implementation of version control. Statistically, an increase in deployment frequency also reduces deployment pain. This fact is related to the consideration that the team will deploy more often because the deployment process becomes easier after new tools that help the deployment process is implemented correctly. This increase in deployment frequency also indirectly affects organizational performance because the development team can quickly adapt fixes to the application.

Apart from increasing deployment frequency, few other positive impacts have been found from the principle of continuous delivery. This situation happens because the company has not fully implemented the critical capabilities of the continuous delivery principle properly. New problems also accompany the increase in deployment frequency, for example, an increase in the number of bugs with low
impact. However, the application of the continuous delivery principle, although not yet fully implemented, can positively impact the organization. This situation can be an impetus for the development team to continue implementing the key continuous delivery capabilities, hoping that a better and more complete implementation can bring a much more significant and positive impact to the organization.

5.4. Conclusion and Recommendation for Future Research

This study explains how a company runs a software development process following the principle of continuous delivery and uncovers the challenges and impacts of applying the principle of continuous delivery to a company. The conclusions obtained from the research include the followings:

PT XYZ applies several points of continuous delivery technical capability well. PT XYZ consciously chooses the right architecture to support the needs of rapid release and uses version control that supports the implementation of deployment automation and continuous integration capabilities. PT XYZ also implements other capabilities such as monitoring and empowering teams to choose tools. However, PT XYZ has just started to shift left on security and needs to be supported so the organization can feel the benefits. In addition, other continuous delivery capabilities such as trunk-based development, test automation, test data management, and proactive monitoring have not been adequately implemented, and no clear evidence or measurements have been found for these capabilities.

PT XYZ has various challenges in implementing the continuous delivery principle, both internally and externally. Internally, the lack of measurement to prove it, as well as the challenge of balancing the impact of implementing continuous delivery capabilities, are seen to be faced by the company. In addition, companies need to balance implementing better deployment automation capabilities with implementing testing-related capabilities such as test automation and test data management because the number of bugs found is increasing despite improving deployment frequency. Externally, practitioners promoting the DevOps movement and continuous delivery have not agreed on a solid framework to validate the continuous delivery application. This situation caused difficulties for PT XYZ to determine whether the development process has followed the principle of continuous delivery.

Continuous delivery positively impacts PT XYZ's software development process, even though PT XYZ has not fully implemented the continuous delivery principle properly. PT XYZ feels the positive impact on performance through increasing deployment frequency. The increase in deployment frequency allows PT XYZ's development team to ship features and fix bugs more quickly, thus affecting user and management satisfaction. PT XYZ also feels a positive psychological impact from reduced deployment pain and employee burnout.

Judging from the continuous delivery capability that PT XYZ carried out during the study, we suggest continuing the application of the continuous delivery principle capability, along with some improvements. With these findings, PT XYZ needs to balance the increase in deployment frequency with increased test coverage and measurement of test reliability. Automated testing has not covered a large part of PT XYZ's project, and the level of reliability of the automated test series at PT XYZ has not explicitly been observed and controlled. PT XYZ also needs to improve the process of monitoring and measuring its development process so that the development team can better apply the principle of continuous delivery and have more impact in encouraging the organization to achieve its goals.

For further research, we suggest further researching each technical capability related to the principle of continuous delivery and its impact on team performance. The study results show that applying some of the critical technical capabilities of the continuous delivery principle can increase the performance of the company's IT team. Future research can highlight how each technical capability affects the performance of a company's IT team. Based on specific measurements. Further research into team culture will also help to uncover the psychological benefits of applying the essential capabilities of continuous delivery.
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